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Season 5, Episode 20
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To the Bone



Logan and Barek investigate a series of home invasions that result in grisly murders and their search leads them to local foster mother Chesley Watkins who had a series of young men going in and out of her home throughout the years. One of the young men involved in the home invasions was one of her boys, and while trailing the young man, Logan shoots a suspect who was brandishing a weapon at himself and Barek. When the suspect turns out to be a cop, Logan finds himself in the hot seat, and Barek sticks up for her partner, knowing that the truth is on their side. The investigation leads to Watkins as a suspect, and Logan is forced to deal with memories from his own past as Watkins plays on the weaknesses she sees.
Quest roles:
Annabella Sciorra(Carolyn Barek), Chris Noth(Detective Mike Logan), Leslie Hendrix(Elizabeth Rodgers), Whoopi Goldberg, Carolyn McCormick, Jayce Bartok, Marsha Dietlein, Robert Clohessy, Christopher Mann(Eddie Wallace), Marc Damon Johnson(Derrick Alton), John Fiske(Detective Stegman), Robert C. Kirk(Chief of Detectives Steve Yarrow), Tasha Lawrence(Tanya Coker), Jim Coope(Detective Cunningham), Zachary Knower(Sam Frolick), Ty Thomas Reed(Sean Barton), Sean Grennan(I.A.B. Detective Roland), Octavio Gómez Berríos(Antonio Mattini), Kate Blumberg(Kiera), Colman Domingo(Sergeant Ev Sides), Craig muMs Grant(Cousin Chet), Mohamed Dione(Floyd Bolton), Mike Santana(Carlos Espilla), Chael Sonnen(Jimbo Duncan), Eddie Goines(Bone Tarkman), Fran Lebowitz(Janice Goldberg), Alana Jerins(Susu De Pinna), Wayne Maugans(Ellis De Pinna), Neil Jay Shastri(Rabinth Kahn), Graham Patrick Martin(Benjamin Price), Andrew Dolan(Len Chopauer), Ted Koch(Martin), Cole Hawkins(Martell), Gabe Doran(Court Officer), Amanda Rowan(Brooke), Frank Anderson(Vic), Melvin P. Huffnagle(Jamal)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 May 2006, 00:00
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